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Authorized Personnel

Do not reach, cross, or attempt to pick up the wire without disconnecting, without authorization.

Non-toxic, but may interfere with respiration if caught in the windpipe. Artificial respiration may be authorized.

Long hair can become entangled in the apparatus. The red light is flashing. A gas hazard exists.

Enter by permit only: the confined area is gas-tight. Contains asbestos fiber, avoid contact with this dust. Avoid cancer and lung disease. Avoid breathing asbestos. Do not bleed. The fire, under high pressured gasses, is not visible, and may start without notice. Caution at all times.

Stay out of the line of fire.

Do not overload. Do not seek out. Do not use in the event of fire: Chemical fumes may be present, do not put hands, feet, or any part of the body before the Sulfuric acid or hot Alkali. For industrial use. Do not use in or around, for use of children or infants, authorized personnel only.

Watch for falling ice, stay out if conditions are hazardous.
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Authorized Personnel Only

Do not reach, cross, or attempt to service without disconnecting, without unloading.

Non toxic, but may interfere with breathing if caught in the windpipe. Artificial respiration may be authorized.

Long hair can become entangled in the apparatus. The red light is flashing. A gas hazard exists. Watch your step.

Enter by permit only: the confined space. Contains asbestos fiber, avoid creating dust. Avoid cancer and lung disease: the hazard. Avoid breathing asbestos. Do not bleed. The fire, restored under high pressured gasses, is remotely operated and may start without notice. Contents under pressure.

Stay out of the line of fire.

Do not overload. Do not seek loads. Do not use in the event of fire: emergency.

Chemical fumes may be present. Do not put hands, feet, or any part of the body before the Sulfuric Acid, the hot Alkali. For industrial use. Do not play in or around, for use of children, infants, authorized personnel only.

Watch for falling ice, stay out if work does not require use. Watch